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Extended summary  

The importance of regions as crucial drivers of economic growth and as natural spatial and 

administrative units to formulate integrated development plans is increasingly acknowledged. The 

literature gradually moves away from countries as relevant spatial units of observation. This gives 

rise to a series of questions regarding the exact definition of regions, spillovers between regions, 

the spatial scope of agglomeration effects, the relevance of border effects, the available evidence on 

growth determinants at the regional level, and the importance of cross-border cooperation. This 

essay studies these issues taking the Lower Rhineland Region as an interesting case, as it is a 

region covering parts of the Netherlands, Belgium and Germany with clear physical, historical, 

economic and social connections, but also facing substantial challenges in enhancing cross-border 

cooperation. We aim to foster the debate on these issues by first surveying key theoretical and 

empirical insights and then to introduce a series of cases that illustrate the relevance and 

challenges of fostering productivity by means of optimally exploiting agglomeration benefits.  

Chapter 2 summarises the state of affairs on urban development and agglomeration in our current 

age of transition. Economies simultaneously scale up into larger urban societies, while at the same 

time local (self-) organisation becomes more important. This challenges urban and regional 

development and policy. Caused by returns from specialisation associated with trade and urban 

agglomeration economies, a productivity premium for firms exists of approximately 5 percent 

associated with a doubling of the density of cities.  

How to capture and facilitate this premium in a polycentric setting is a subject of debate. 

Facilitating agglomeration economies is not an easy task for policymakers. Current literature 

suggests that it depends on the level of interregional trade integration and specialization, on 

opportunities for learning, matching and sharing in the local economy, on lowering transaction 

and search costs for, respectively, knowledge, labour and inputs, on the industrial composition of 

and life cycle stages of industries in the region, on skills of knowledge workers, on relatedness in 

and cross-overs of innovative technologies combining economies of scale of specialization and 

economies of scope of diversification, on infrastructure as a possible substitute for agglomeration, 

on physical possibilities of densification in cities, and on border effects. Moreover, it requires the 

capacity from policy makers to accept sectoral or regional decline, and the strength to refrain from 

rowing against the tide in such situations (adopting a “go with the flow” approach). The latter may 

clearly benefit from coordination of policies internalizing the costs and benefits at the spatial level 

where they accrue. This level is typically higher than the level where most current decisions are 

being taken.  

According to place-based development strategists, economic growth is not uniquely related to 

(monocentric) mega-cities. Instead, growth may be distributed across various urban systems in 

different ways in different countries. Many highly productive urban regions in the EU are indeed 

small- to medium-sized whose dominant competitive advantage is that they exhibit high degrees 

of connectivity compared to urban or home market scales. The Dutch, Belgian and German Lower 

Rhineland regions are prime examples of such urban scales. Involvement in polycentric urban 

regions can add to the competitiveness and economic growth of a city. In fact, this may indeed 

offset the lack of agglomeration advantages related to larger (monocentric) cities. Yet it only works 

out when the co-determining conditions of accessibility, knowledge relations, openness, social 
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networks, and diversification and specialization are met as well. Additionally, economic 

complementarities and institutional (governance) relatedness are found to be crucial for 

integration of medium-sized cities in a functional urban setting – and a lack of such 

complementarities and institutional unity presently even seems to hamper integration.  

For accessibility and physical infrastructure as facilitators of agglomeration, the focus in research 

and policy has broadened from connectedness per se, to functional economic relations (“what does 

the infrastructure facilitate?”). Corridor development and intercity urban networks are the most 

recent playgrounds of this. Economic growth expectations due to physical infrastructure 

developments in corridors between cities (across countries) is not sustaining an agglomeration 

flywheel automatically: agglomeration advantages are bound to the urban centres more than to the 

transport axes. This suggests that “borrowing size and functions”, as suggested in the 

polycentricity argument, is not served by the larger corridors per se. Instead, it builds upon local 

and regional urban growth conditions, which facilitate localized initiatives and cooperation and 

which have much in common with the mechanisms identified in the agglomeration and 

international trade literature, here operating at a lower spatial scale. Although basically the main 

physical infrastructure in the LRR is of good or sufficient quality, infrastructural bottlenecks in 

corridors (now or in the future due to falling budgets for maintenance) specifically hamper 

interregional relations, and removing these are generally no-regret (cost-benefit) policies. More 

and more attention is given to accessibility within cities, like the first and last mile of firms and 

people, which matters maybe even more than between cities. 

We also elaborate on the signalled new, smart (to overcome fragmentation) and broader network 

dimensions related to economic and societal transitions in (European) cities. Besides 

agglomeration in larger cities, social network relations of people and firms become commonplace 

in urban environments, involving governmental and network providing stakeholders on various 

levels ranging from the EU to regions and locations. This adds the important and essential 

dimension of governance and network policy to the urban agenda.  

In the third chapter we assess the impact of different urban interaction strategies on the economic 

production of the Lower Rhineland Region (LRR), one of the largest polycentric regions in the 

European Union. Although we lack full information on all the aspects that determine integration 

and agglomeration advantages, we present nine spatial-economic interaction scenarios that 

(explicitly or implicitly) distinguish on these determinants in the LRR.  

The relative impact of the scenarios vis-à-vis each other is quite clear. Scenarios focused on 

business as usual, closing (national and regional) borders, and uniform distributions across all 

locations in the LRR, do not results in gains for total production (and may even results in net 

losses). The gains from removing the national borders are positive but relatively small. The total 

gain in production is largest when we allow for more interaction within countries as well: in 

scenarios including borrowed size most welfare is gained, either for the total population or 

especially for the higher educated. Gains are largest in the cities, yet the answer a t this scale level 

does not lie, as some wishfully argue, with the largest (capital) cities. A focus on solely the largest 

cities does not lead to the highest gains in the LRR. Although the return on knowledge workers is 

high in the largest cities, these cities are not that much larger than many other cities in the LRR. 
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Scenarios that exclude gains on knowledge workers and through borrowed size in these other 

medium-sized cities in the region are less favourable.  

This stylized exercise can be illustrated by real-life examples of policy orientations on cross-border 

connections (Maastricht-Aachen-Liège-Hasselt), toward urban density (Amsterdam, Cologne, 

Dusseldorf, inter-urban accessibility) or focusing on borrowed size (North wing of the Randstad, 

Ruhr region, Betuweroute connection, highway improvements). Most importantly, it confirms the 

hypothesis that a combination of borrowed size and local urban focus is most favourable for 

production gains in a polycentric mega-region like the LRR.  

We argue in this essay that the Lower Rhineland Region (LRR) as one of Europe’s prototype mega -

regions has a substantial untapped economic potential in further exploiting existing and emerging 

synergies and complementarities in economic performance. The polycentric nature of the region 

though implies that economic growth, resilience, competitiveness and societal transitions that 

benefit from urban mass, density and diversity, is not to be taken for granted. Using the existing 

literature on agglomeration and scaling as well as a stylized scenario analysis of the LRR applying 

the outcomes of this literature, we suggest where (in the urban network of the region) and how 

(using which instruments, applied by who) untapped potentials can best be exploited. Borrowed 

functions and borrowed performance (together borrowed size) may offset the lack of 

agglomeration advantages related to larger (monocentric) cities. Yet this only works out when the 

co-determining conditions of accessibility, knowledge relations, openness, social networks, and 

diversification and specialization, economic complementarities and institutional unity (governance 

involving the European Union, nation states, regions, border regions, cities and network providers 

in tandem) are simultaneously met as well. A lack of any of these elements hampers (full) 

integration and the tapping of potentials. This essay is explorative in character, and we stress that 

many effects, relations and causalities are only starting to be revealed by empirical research. 

Particularly important are the trade-offs that potentially exist between the in tandem multilevel 

approach of borrowed size with more centralised economic, regional and institutional approaches. 

More research on this is needed, and we therefore end with an integrated research agenda and 

policy agenda. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Europe in transition  

Europe is in transition – economically, as well as socially and institutionally. Europe has not fully 

recovered from the latest economic crisis yet, with several regions still facing negative growth rates 

and high unemployment rates.2 The resilience and recovery patterns suggest that urban regions in 

Western-Germany, the Benelux, Scandinavia, England, France and Poland are structurally better 

off, while other Eastern European regions, and Spanish, Portuguese and Greek regions lag behind, 

resulting in a highly diversified mosaic of economic performance across EU regions.3 Partly, this is 

due to historically grown regional economic structures4 that strongly determine worldwide market 

opportunities by demand-led growth. But equally important is the fact that innovative capabilities 

of regions that help firms to become more resilient and competitive in the long run by creating 

adaptability and structural growth,5 are not equally distributed and exploited across EU-regions 

either.6  Especially German and English urban regions stand out in product innovation, while 

process innovation is somewhat more widespread across the EU. Compared to economic 

performance, resilience and innovation patterns elsewhere in the world,7 the European (regional) 

economy appears vulnerable, with diverging institutional qualities across the continent,8 varying 

capacities for diversifying and renewing the economy,9 and fragmentation of economic mass and 

investments both across and within countries.10 

It is not only economic and institutional heterogeneity that characterizes European regions; this is 

complemented by cultural, political and social inequalities.11 European societies are in transition,  

economically shifting from manufacturing to services (and perhaps back to small-scale 

manufacturing facilitated by 3-D printing), from fossil energy to bio-based energy, from known 

value chains to extended ones in circular economies, from organisation in industries and sectors to 

self-organisation by firms and citizens.12 More than ever, the EU faces the challenge to profit from 

economies of scale and scope in its organisation, economy and society. However, smart solutions 

are needed to overcome the fragmented structure of EU economies and societies. 

There are currently many initiatives and policies to overcome organisational and economic 

fragmentation in the EU. To name but a few: 

 the Juncker (EFSI) investment plan, launched in 2015, aims for public-private partnerships 

in large societal issues, where public seed money is expected to result in a large private 

multiplier in increased trade and participation in innovative activities.  

 Smart specialization strategies aim to stimulate innovative economic development in every 

EU-region using smartly designed diversification and specialization strategies that should 

be place-specific in order to adjust to the observed heterogeneity.13  

 TEN-T infrastructure programmes plan international and interregional train and truck 

logistics corridors across Europe to assure accessibility and international competitiveness.14  

 Multilevel governance is promoted as a successful means to cooperate and integrate the 

various fragmented geographical policy layers in EU member states.15 Political cooperation 

is urged for pressing issues, like migration and sustainability.  

 Finally, social cohesion policy on various geographical levels is actively pursued by the EU 

to overcome inequalities.16  
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These initiatives cover a wide range of aspects of regional development, yet their common factor is 

that they all attempt to create larger masses by enhancing connections. 

1.2. Urban agenda 

Increasingly, the focus of “smart” EU policy is turned towards cities.17 In larger metropolitan areas, 

smart solutions for the complex and transitional issues at hand may be found easier than 

elsewhere. Many stakeholders in Europe agree that the economic and societal transitions should be 

taken up in a common urban agenda. Comparative economic advantages increasingly manifest 

themselves in agglomerations – characterized by so-called agglomeration advantages, 18  co-

evolving with increasing economic mass, a combination of local advantages for firms and people 

(“local buzz”), and international connectedness (“global pipelines”). 19  Larger cities are thus 

generally found to be more productive (controlled for sorting effects of education, occupation and 

demography) because of opportunities of scaling, leading to better opportunities for growth and 

resilience. But besides London and Paris, Europe does not have very large cities. Europe does have 

large urban regions, like Randstad Holland, the Ruhr region in Germany and the Flemish city 

network – but these are characterized by their polycentric nature of smaller and medium sized 

cities. This polycentric character of Europe’s urban regions is envisioned by the EU as an untapped 

potential for economic, institutional and social synergies and complementarities.20 In an urban 

network setting, European city-regions may function as a mega-region in which economic and 

social economies of scale may be gained as if these regions were one large city, functioning as an 

urban network.  

1.3. Where and how? 

We determine in this essay what it actually takes for the Lower Rhineland Region as an exemplary 

polycentric (mega-)region21  in Europe to capitalize on such untapped economic potentials by 

further exploiting existing and emerging synergies and complementarities. The polycentric nature 

of this region implies that economic growth, resilience, competitiveness and societal transitions 

that benefit from urban mass, density and diversity, are not to be taken for granted. We will 

explore the existing literature on agglomeration and scaling to reveal the arguments of where (in 

the urban network of the region) and how (using which instruments) untapped potentials can best 

be exploited. The previously described economic and scaling logic makes the Lower Rhine region a 

relevant regional scale for this.  

We want to show where and how the Lower Rhineland economy should organize its future welfare 

and well-being according to the untapped potential logic. As a very open economy, and as one of 

the oldest industrialised and urbanised areas in Europe with historically successful cities like 

Amsterdam, Bruges, Brussel, Ghent, Rotterdam and Cologne, the need for an evidence-based 

vision addressing this question is not only important for the mega-region itself and its cities, but 

also for similarly open regions elsewhere in Europe that learn comparative lessons from this 

region. It is an ideal case study due to its barriers to integration, its polycentricity, and its 

multiplicity of stakeholders, each with their own vested interests, including cities, provinces, 

border regions, nations, and network facilitators. 

 

In our globalizing world in which competitive regions and cities become ever more important, the 

where question is more important than ever. Seen from an international perspective, the Lower 
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Rhine region has a fragmented morphological and economic setup. Additionally, the region covers 

three nation states with significant differences in institutions and culture. Arguably, these 

differences still hamper economic interaction and integration, despite the European unification 

process.22 Where the region should capitalize on its mega-region potential is therefore far from 

clear. Closely related to the where question is the how question. Should cities individually be 

enlarged, by allowing higher densities and/or larger urban land-use – a strategy that is argued to 

lead to an economically more efficient allocation given the importance of positive agglomeration 

externalities?23 Or can medium-sized cities in European polycentric regions borrow economic size 

from each other – as long as they are (physically) well connected?24 Especially for the Lower Rhine 

Region such a strategy of borrowing size in an urban network may be beneficial in releasing its full 

economic potential. Borrowed size may benefit from investments in connectivity between 

(medium-sized) cities, but other forms of economic and institutional relatedness may be equally 

needed. How the region should capitalize on its mega-region potential is therefore also far from 

clear, but we will attempt to point in a few directions. 

1.4. Trade-offs 

The complexity of where and how to capitalize on relatedness between cities in the network is part 

of a larger set of trade-offs. Cities and agglomeration advantages, local-global interaction, and 

borrowed size are relatively new kids on the block in policy-oriented regional economic thinking. 

Density and infrastructure investments are already longer part of the regional development 

discussion. The why, where and how questions boil down to a range of policy trade-offs: between 

mass and density versus proximity and connectedness, but related also to equity versus efficiency 

development strategies, economic (smart) specialisation versus diversity, and commuting versus 

housing. These debates are politically complicated by the fact that there is substantial 

heterogeneity in who exactly benefits from agglomeration. It is crucial to understand this 

heterogeneity, because it implies that urban investments and growth patterns are not distributed 

according to a one-size-fits all rule.  

1.5. Structure of the essay 

In section 2 of this essay we present a concise overview of the theoretical and empirical literature 

on urban scaling and density, agglomeration advantages, polycentricity and borrowed size. From 

this we distil the main arguments that are related to the potential of economic prosperity facilitated 

by spatial and economic structure. We then present in section 3 a scenario simulation, using these 

arguments, to show how large the economic potential of urban networking can be in the Lower 

Rhine region. We assess the impact of various forms of intercity interaction within the region, 

ranging from local to cross-border and large-scale integration (based on real-time examples in the 

region). The essay will then particularly focus on the “in tandem” approaches in terms of 

economic, regional and institutional efforts needed in section 4, resulting in a multilevel policy and 

research agenda.  
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2. URBAN DEVELOPMENT AND AGGLOMERATION 

2.1. Scaling up and down  

Since 2008, more than half of the world population lives in cities, and in 2050 this proportion rises 

to 70%; within the European Union, the share was 42% in 2011, with another 35% in intermediately 

urbanized regions,25 while according to the UN definition Western Europe already has a share of 

79% in 2015, projected to rise to 81% by 2025.26 While searching for explanations for the success of 

cities, we should not neglect the shortcomings of urban life. Cities have two faces creating 

fundamental trade-offs:27 they facilitate growth and innovation opportunities for firms and a better 

quality of life for its people; yet for some (groups of) people and firms the urban dynamics may 

reduce chances,28 and they are by definition congested spaces. The question why people want to 

live in cities and why firms agglomerate is therefore central in a burgeoning literature.  

 

Paradoxically, the twenty-first century sees an upscaling of the spatial arena within which people 

are active driven by modern transport and communication technologies, yet also an increasing 

recognition of the importance of (neighbourhoods in) cities as the fundamental sources of 

economic progress and sub-national governance bodies as the natural candidates to formulate 

socioeconomic policies. The interest in and recognition of the relevance of these trends are 

evidenced by thought-provoking best-sellers such as Thomas Friedman’s The World is Flat, Edward 

Glaeser’s Triumph of the City and Benjamin Barber’s If Mayors Ruled the World.29 Thus, geopolitical 

shifts within and between metropolitan regions, countries and continents guarantee an ever-

changing playing field, with new challenges and opportunities. 

2.2. Regional integration, trade, and productivity 

The notion that space and distance matter in determining growth potential is by now widely 

acknowledged. Evidence on the importance of trade as one of the key determinants of economic 

growth is rather undisputed (since the important contributions in the economic growth literature 

in the early 1990s30 ). It links to the notion of specialization according to one’s comparative 

advantage. Generally, theory underlines the relevance of scale which can be enhanced by opening 

borders as an important determinant of economic growth and prosperity. Empirically, European 

regional integration and openness show to be important for economic development.31 Increased 

access to a diversity of inputs, increased access to markets enhancing the exploitation of economies 

of scale, traditional specialization according to comparative advantage, and enhanced competition 

among firms contribute to the development potential of regions.32  A complementary recent 

literature aims to identify the benefits of openness by means of microdata (viz. data at the 

individual level, where individuals can be workers or firms). This literature essentially focuses on 

the productivity of individual firms as a function of their interaction with the foreign world (either 

through exports or imports or foreign direct investments). There are clear associations between 

openness and productivity, but causality is also likely to run from productivity to openness: it is 

only the more productive firms that consider to incur the fixed costs that are associated with 

establishing a relationship with foreign firms. This essentially reduces the question about the 

relationship between trade and growth to the question what enhances the productivity of firms. 

That question is central in the burgeoning and more general agglomeration literature.   
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2.3. Agglomeration economies are not the same everywhere 

Besides from trade, firms profit from an urban productivity premium exists associated with larger 

density – the agglomeration premium of approximately 5 percent. Theoretically, this literature 

goes back to the late 19 th century when Alfred Marshall alluded to the relevance of linkages (less 

search costs for subcontractors), thick labour markets (less search costs for labour) and knowledge 

externalities (less search and transaction costs for knowledge) for explaining the success of cities in 

the industrialized United Kingdom. In the modern literature, the main mechanisms are typically 

referred to as learning, sharing and matching.33 Although the advantage in productivity is on 

average 5 percent when cities double in size, this is an average figure34 – the effect varies between 

sectors (it can, for example, be up to 15 percent for some service sectors), because of varying 

industry composition, composition of the labour force, or the spatial organization of economic 

activity. More advantage in cities is there for particular jobs (in high added value sectors) and for 

particular employees (for higher educated people); these particular effects for certain groups are 

called competition or sorting effects. For economic growth, heterogeneity and sorting effects are 

important in cities. Recent literature increasingly tries to unravel this heterogeneity. Relevant 

insights from this literature for policy are:  

 Agglomerations externalities are higher in regions and countries where infrastructure is 

relatively underdeveloped.35  This points at infrastructure being a (partial) substitute for 

density which is particularly relevant in a polycentric area such as the LRR; 

 Agglomeration externalities are more relevant for high-skilled labour than for low-skilled 

labour.36 This is most likely to be explained from the fact that agglomeration externalities for 

high-skilled mainly constitute knowledge spill-overs, viz. spill-overs of knowledge that is 

tacit in nature. It requires besides a favourable job supply, urban investments in the housing 

market and amenities that higher educated are attracted to; 

 There are clear border effects: mass originating from regions belonging to a different country 

has a lower weight in determining the effective density.37 This insight has been established in 

many different contexts, and clearly points at the relevance of soft barriers such as language, 

institutional and cultural barriers.38  

2.4. The bridge between specialisation and diversity: related variety 

The urban productivity premium of 5 percent theoretically applies to the productivity level when a 

city doubles in density of cities. It does not necessarily mean that productivity growth is larger in 

larger cities as well. For growth analyses, a related literature exists. Since the findings of Glaeser et 

al., 39  who studied sectoral agglomeration more than the aggregated effect, it has become 

commonplace to analyse growth in cities, suggesting increasing returns from sector structure. 

Sector-specific localization economies, stemming from input-output relationships and firms’ 

transport cost savings, human capital externalities and knowledge spill-overs (the three 

Marshallian externalities), are generally suggested to work alongside the general urbanization 

economies that are fuelled by economic diversity instead of specialization. Jane Jacobs 40  in 

particular initiated the idea that the variety of a region’s industry or technological base may 

positively affect economic growth. In empirical studies though, the relationship between 

agglomeration and growth is ambiguous with regard to whether specialisation or diversity is 

facilitated by (sheer) urbanization as context.41 A recent literature therefore introduces related and 

unrelated variety as more adequate concepts in the empirical modelling of growth across 
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European regions. This literature42 argues that companies from related branches of industry have 

overlapping knowledge bases. This overlap facilitates inter-company communication: shared 

knowledge, frames of reference and applied technology make it easier for them to understand one 

another. The fact that this overlap is only partial means that there is room for them to learn  from 

one another. The presence of a high volume of related economic activities in a region thus 

facilitates the generation of new combinations of existing technologies. Related variety is also an 

important ingredient in the European smart specialisation debate. In fact, empirical research43 

indeed finds that for European urban regions, the positive results of knowledge spill-overs are 

higher in regions with strong related variety. For employment growth, this effects is stronger in 

medium-sized (second tier) city-regions with a more polycentric character, than in the larger and 

capital regions. An interesting theoretical contribution to the specialization-variety debate that 

focuses on these explained variables has been provided by lifecycle theory, which holds that 

industry evolution is characterized by product innovation (and more employment growth) in a 

first stage and process innovation (and more productivity growth) in a second stage.44  

 

These interesting lines of research show that the combination of specialization (clusters), sectoral 

variety and good connections to the global world together make up urban regions’ growth 

potentials. Relatedness in networks of technology and markets to be served should be sufficiently 

high to warrant crossovers by variety between sectors, but sufficiently low to warrant economies 

of scale by specialization in clusters in later stages of the life-cycle of industries.45 The Rhineland 

regions are characterized by an interesting blending of emerging and mature industries.46 This 

means that local projects and policies should ideally focus more on the evolution of existing 

sectoral strengths in the region, but also on new cross-over potential to sectors closely related to 

these specializations.  

2.5. Agglomeration and policy  

This is not an easy task for policymakers. A productivity premium of 5 percent in denser cities 

does not come by itself. In this section we summarised that it depends on the level of interregional 

trade integration and specialization, on the industrial composition of and life cycle stages of 

industries in the region, on skills of knowledge workers, on relatedness in and crossovers of 

innovative technologies combining economies of scale of specialization and economies of scope of 

diversification, on infrastructure as a possible substitute for agglomeration, and on border effects. 

We will return to these differences in section 3 with a numerical application to the Lower 

Rhineland Region.  

 

Because of this complexity and exogenous character of many of these aspects, a general advice to 

policymakers regarding agglomeration economies is to “go with the flow” on innovation, labour 

market and housing market dynamics.47 Still, basic economic and spatial conditions have to be met 

in every region, but in the LRR the basics seem to be sufficiently present. And it requires the 

capacity and restraint from policy makers to accept sectoral or regional decline and refrain from 

rowing against the tide in such situations. The latter may clearly benefit from coordination of 

policies internalizing the costs and benefits at the spatial level where they accrue; typically, a 

higher (up to EU) level is needed to maximize benefits.  
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Traditionally, public investments in physical infrastructure were importantly justified to foster 

economic growth. Especially the influential early work by Robert Barro48  suggests that public 

investments in infrastructure can encourage growth by raising productivity in the private sector or 

by increasing access to health and educational facilities.49 This initial focus in the literature on 

infrastructure as a key factor driving competitiveness has gradually expanded, and the current 

research frontiers lie in the fields of networks, related variety, smart specialisation, innovation and 

human capital. The switch from a more traditional macro- and international trade orientation to a 

more urban and geographical economics orientation has strongly enriched the debate.50 There is an 

increasing awareness that, for example, the focus of cohesion policy on infrastructure investments 

to foster the development in backward regions is delivering insufficiently without other economic 

preconditions being met.51 A relative shift is therefore visible from infrastructure to other policy 

areas as additional drivers of spatial development and equality. However, the concepts of 

accessibility and transport infrastructure remain strongly in the spotlight in two recent 

approaches: firstly in discussions of borrowed size and urban network conceptualisations, and 

secondly in the discussion on interregional corridors.  

2.6. Borrowed size 

Borrowed size is a new kid on the block in the agglomeration literature, and it looks at 

agglomeration in a regional network perspective. It basically suggests that several medium-sized 

cities in each other’s vicinity may function as a larger metropolitan region by borrowing each 

other’s functions.52  Especially in Europe, the opportunities and potential of polycentric urban 

regions are emphasized in this literature.53  According to place-based development strategists, 

economic growth is not uniquely related to (monocentric) mega-cities.54 Instead, growth may be 

distributed across various urban systems in different ways in different countries. Barca et al. 

emphasise the simultaneous role of medium-sized (‘second tier’) urban regions and argue that 

these are over-represented in Europe. Many highly productive urban regions in the EU are indeed 

small- to medium-sized whose dominant competitive advantage is that they exhibit high degrees 

of connectivity compared to urban or home market scales.55  The Dutch, Belgian and German 

Lower Rhineland regions actually are prime examples of such urban scales. In empirical research56 

it is indeed found that in terms of economic growth good connected medium-sized cities can 

function as one large city, and hence can also benefit from an agglomeration premium,57 but this is 

conditional on the quality of physical connectivity, local amenities and the housing markets 

(especially for higher educated workers). Applied European research further reveals that the 

relationship between related variety and employment growth is in fact predominantly present in 

such medium-sized cities in European polycentric regional settings. Interestingly, when we look at 

technological profiles (or ‘regimes’) across European regions, 58  the high-technology regional 

profiles, which are typically found in many Rhineland economies, are better at embedding 

productivity and productivity growth. In other words, as was the case with agglomeration (city 

size) and productivity, there are identical sorting effects in borrowed size toward high-skilled 

knowledge and human capital in innovative regions.59  

 

This conditionality is also confirmed in other studies on polycentricity and borrowed size 

performed on European regions. 60  In a study on productivity, productivity growth and 

employment in 142 European regions, it is shown that there are many factors that co-determine 
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growth – spatial structure being one of them. As suggested in previous sections, the knowledge 

intensity of firms, market accessibility, the degree of economic openness of the local economy (in 

terms of imports and exports), specialisations and clustering in important industries and the 

degree of diversification of an economy play a crucial role. Still, involvement in polycentric urban 

regions can add to the competitiveness and economic growth of a city – which is interesting for the 

typically polycentric regions of the LRR. In fact, this may indeed offset the lack of agglomeration 

advantages related to larger (monocentric) cities, while simultaneously avoiding the 

agglomeration disadvantages (soaring land prices, traffic congestion, health effects). Yet it only 

works out when the co-determining conditions of accessibility, knowledge relations, openness, 

diversification and specialization are met as well. Moreover, medium-sized cities can only combine 

their resources when they are economically complementary and institutionally related.61 

2.7. Corridors and bottlenecks 

Physical connectedness remains the key to capitalize on common agglomeration economies in 

polycentric regions like the LRR. Often such connectedness is supposed to be realized in corridors – 

a special case of borrowed size. In the case of the Rhineland region, a major corridor is the so-

called CODE24 corridor, connecting Rotterdam and Genoa via the Ruhr area. Traditionally, such 

transport corridors are viewed as a promising way forward in EU transport policy, since they are 

assumed to positively contribute to regional economic development. However, the validity of this 

assumption is not evident. Recent research62 empirically tested whether agglomeration economies 

along this corridor are positively related to regional economic development, and found that 

corridors in Europe come in many guises when it comes to growth and agglomeration – in other 

words, what works for one corridor does not necessarily do so for another.  

 

This heterogeneity has been little recognized in EU policies or in regional policies.63 It is mostly the 

cities along the corridor that induce growth within their territory and in their direct surroundings; 

there is no effect elsewhere along the corridor. Hence, agglomeration advantages are bound to the 

urban centres more than to the transport axes. This suggests that “borrowing size and functions”, 

as suggested in the polycentricity argument, is not served by the larger corridors per se. Instead, 

the borrowed size mechanism builds upon local and regional urban growth conditions. These 

facilitate localized initiatives and cooperation, and they have much in common with the classical 

mechanisms already identified before in the international trade literature, here operating at a 

lower spatial scale.  

 

We can therefore conclude that cities in the LRR do not have to be gigantic to profit from 

agglomeration advantages. Instead, urban functions can be specialized and diversified over a 

larger regional area, profiting from economic complementarities in (institutionalized) networks. 

However, borrowing size, intuitively appealing in its argumentation, is little researched. The 

empirical evidence discussed above suggests that the localized urban level and its determining 

(complementary) economic, knowledge, intra-urban accessibility and institutional conditions are 

more crucial for agglomeration economies to flourish in the LRR than connectedness (in urban 

networks or corridors) between the cities itself. This also implies that bottlenecks in local transport 

infrastructure are to be removed for optimal functioning of the polycentric urban region, especially 

within cities (with a focus on “first and last mile” connections,  64 and accessible milieus for higher 
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educated). Yet there has been no comprehensive, consistent and especially integrative framework 

to analyse and evaluate bottlenecks in transport networks and to interrelate it with economic, 

spatial and governance issues. This becomes more poignant when we realize that bottlenecks are 

cumulative in character. Local spatial planning structures thus have a large impact on the solution 

of these bottlenecks, but are embedded in complex societal and (multilevel) governance structures.  

2.8. New network realities of cities 

The previous arguments signalled the need for new, smart and broader dimensions related to 

economic and societal transitions in (European) cities to overcome fragmentation. Besides 

agglomeration in larger cities, social (urban) network relations of people and firms become 

commonplace in urban environments and regions, involving governmental and network 

providing stakeholders on various levels ranging from the EU to regions and locations. This adds 

the important and essential dimension of governance and network policy to any urban agenda. 

This section elaborates on which dimensions the literature suggests important for these new 

network realities of cities. 

 

Recently it has been argued that (urban) location factors are not sufficient to explain the 

concentration of people and business. The new science of cities argues that in order to understand 

cities, we should not conceptualize them merely as places, but much more as systems of networks 

and flows.65 Flows of talent, of foreign investments, of information, in social networks, across 

cultures. Flows that require embedding within local infrastructures,66 linking local with regional67 

and (inter-)national infrastructures. 68  Networks that co-determine how individuals and 

entrepreneurs function in cities and urban regions, how a quality of life is created that makes 

people happy and firms productive and competitive, or what hampers their well-being. Multilevel 

micro-macro relations of people and firms, networks and flows and quality of life are all central 

elements in the current urban debate.69  At least six “new” (and interrelated) realities can be 

distinguished:70  

1. New societies refer to an increasingly powerful civic and globalised society, suggesting 

opportunities and diffusing fashions in an ever faster way. Increasing emphasis on 

individualism, growing disparities between rich and poor,71 and an increasing individual 

time-space complexity because of transitional labour, jobs of partners and social activity 

schemes of family. 

2. New economies refers to innovative urban economies, that generate increasing productivity 

and improves urban competitiveness in incubator micro-environments of small firms as 

well as in larger-scale multinationals able to upscale renewal. Resilience and smart 

specialisation are key concepts, merging the two dimensions of adaptation and adaptability.  

3. New mobilities refers to factors that stimulate the formation of networks and flows of people 

(migration, daily-life, transit, talent), knowledge (cooperation, knowledge workers) and 

other production factors (capital, trade and FDI).  

4. New technologies refers to innovative cooperation between people and firms, facilitated by 

information- and communication technologies (ICT) and ICT-infrastructures, that may 

manage the ever more complex networked (infra)structures in cities of people and 

entrepreneurs. “Smart cities” and smart grids facilitate networked solutions in the 

increasingly crowded cities.72  
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5. New governance refers to the self-organising powers of civic societies and economies and 

how to govern this. Social entrepreneurship, civic initiatives, peer-to-peer economies and 

the social network organisation of people and firms create and maintain new networks of 

interaction. The capacity to adjust to the opportunities and threats emerging in the complex 

global network society is becoming much more crucial for (smart) governance success.73  

6. New scarcities refers to climate change, natural hazards, energy and land-use issues in urban 

regions. Sustainability has a clear relation to the (future) availability and quality of these 

resources.  

When recognized and facilitated well, the new societal conditions inhabit important opportunities 

for urban development. Appealing as these new realities are – the economic application of it in 

cities in regions is strongly dependent on firms’, people’s and governments’ capacity for 

absorption and adaption. This shows that the urban agenda is not only concerned with 

agglomeration, density and accessibility, but also with social, economic and governance network 

interaction. On every geographical level stakeholders are involved in this interaction: firms, 

knowledge institutes, consumers and governments operation at the European and international 

level, the national level, the regional level (a special case concerns border regions), and the local 

level, as well as physical and digital network providers. Agglomeration economies and 

accessibility are important necessary preconditions for this interaction – but sufficient conditions 

simultaneously are identified in social, institutional and governance disciplines. 
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3. THE LOWER RHINELAND REGION AS CASE STUDY 

3.1. Determinants of interaction 

From the concise overview in the previous section of urban economic and development theories 

and empirics, we learn that in the LRR several morphological, economic, social and institutional 

determinants of development operate simultaneously in the trade-off between agglomeration 

economies and accessibility (borrowed size). Important determinants are: 

 Population and economic density if cities and regions; 

 The morphological structure of urban regions; 

 The physical connectivity of cities within the region (by infrastructure and corridors); 

 The economic structure of cities and agglomerations; reflected in degrees of specialisation 

and sectoral diversity, life-stages of sectors, and international orientations of sectors; 

 The degree of economic complementarities between cities in the region; 

 The willingness of cities to focus on complementarities instead of competition; 

 The existence of (national and regional) borders in the region, with differences in culture, 

institutions and spatial organisation. 

 

Although we do not have information on all these aspects in the same detail, we translate these 

determinants with varying emphasis on agglomeration and connectivity in nine spatial-economic 

interaction scenarios for the LRR. We first briefly describe this region in terms of mass, density, 

economic structure and connectedness. We then present our scenario exercise, and discuss the 

outcomes.  

3.2. The Lower Rhineland Region 

LRR is a region with almost 40 million inhabitants, stretching out over three countries, which is 

one of the largest urban deltas in the world. It has a rich economic history, going back to the 

sixteenth century, when this region was already flourishing and leading in the world economy. 

Figure 1 presents the employment density of labour market regions (NUTS3) in LRR as we define it 

for this essay, consisting of economically significant parts of the Netherlands, Belgium and 

Germany. It clearly reveals the complex polycentric structure of the region with no single city 

exceeding 1.5 million inhabitants, but being closely connected and together more sizeable than 

regions such as Paris and London. Figure 2 presents the recent dynamics in these regions as 

captured by population growth. Figure 3 shows growth in value added. These figures reveal the 

heterogeneity in development paths of the various sub-regions, with national border still clearly 

visible. As said heterogeneity in development is driven by heterogeneity in sectoral composition. 

Figure 4 presents the extent of over- or underrepresentation of types of industry in the LRR.74  
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Figure 1. Employment densities in the region 
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Figures 2 and 3. Growth of population (density) and productivity (value added per employee) 
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Figure 4. Concentration of sectors in 2010 (location quotients)  

 

In such a densely populated yet polycentric area, infrastructure is essential to connect the various 

sub-regions and has for long been the focal point of many policy initiatives. Figure 5 shows the 

high motorway density in the area, in particular in the Randstad and Ruhrgebiet. Major 

infrastructural investments are made by various governmental levels in the different countries. 

Both Germany and Belgium are federations; the Netherlands is not. Hence, the share of 

government budget that is spent at the regional level differs wildly. Germany and Belgium both 

have higher shares of public expenditure at the regional level; yet the Netherlands spends a 

relatively large part of the regional budget on economic affairs.75 
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Figure 5. Road (green) and rail (purple) links in Northwest Europe (based on the Espon Atlas 2014, p. 53).  

3.3. Scenarios on agglomeration and accessibility 

To illustrate the empirical relevance of the mentioned effects of agglomeration and accessibility, 

we present a simulation exercise in which we take the empirical evidence on agglomeration 

externalities and border effects into account in the given context of the LRR. We develop a range of 

scenarios to illustrate the quantitative impacts of differences in spatial organization of economic 

activity and connectedness on productivity. 

  

Our analysis starts from the spatial allocation of people across the LRR (NUTS3) regions and their 

average productivity levels as evidenced by known data. 76  Considering the 5 percent 

agglomeration externality on density found in the literature, an increase in population density 

increases productivity in a region, and thus total production. We include population from 

neighbouring regions in the population density as ‘visitors’ (i.e., we assume they carry out part of 

their activity in a region or that they generate spill-overs to neighbouring regions), but to a lesser 

extent for regions across the border.77 We then develop a series of comparative statics exercises to 

illustrate the quantitative importance of the varying situations in morphology, agglomeration, 

density and physical connectivity (see figure 6 for a schematic representation of the scenarios):  

I. A national scenario in which we use real-life effective densities, but assume no effects 

across the border. Effects are therefore purely within a country. This is our baseline; we 

assume this conforms closest to current-day reality. 

II. Down from the baseline scenario, we construct a zero scenario, where only the own 

population (“closing regional borders”) is included, without any ‘visitors’. All regions thus 

loose a bit of productivity. 
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III. In a uniform scenario we redistribute the population: that is, cities and rural regions now 

all get the same density, and there are no ‘spikes’ of agglomeration any more. Mainly, rural 

regions are hypothesized to gain from this. 

IV. We then construct a scenario with moderate border effects, in which we allow for some 

interaction across the national borders, compared to the baseline.78 

V. A scenario without borders adds full interaction across the national borders, with equal 

weights for regions in the same country and across the border. 

VI. In our borrowed size scenario, we further decrease distance decay within the country 

compared to the scenario without borders, but we leave the cross-border interaction as it is.  

VII. We simulate further urbanization by shrinking the population of rural regions (with a 

density below average) by 25%, and moving the displaced inhabitants to the more urban 

regions within the same country, with the settings as in scenario IV. 

VIII. There are strong and intuitive suggestions in the literature79  that the higher educated 

benefit more from interactions, both across larger distances and with a higher increase in 

productivity. We simulate this by a scenario where the higher-educated benefit from the 

borrowed size of scenario VI, but where the lower-educated are restricted to the effects of 

scenario IV.80 

IX. Following the plea of some policymakers to double the size of the largest, primate cities,81 

we calculate what happens if we do so for Amsterdam, Brussels and Cologne.82  

 

 
Figure 6: Scenarios in the LRR. Blue lines indicate some of the cross-border links; black lines some of the within-

country effects. The largest three cities are indicated in red. 
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3.4. Outcomes 

Table 1 summarises the outcomes of the agglomeration and accessibility scenario analyses in terms 

of total production gains and losses per capita. Without interpreting the total absolute value of 

production gain, the relative impact of the scenarios vis-à-vis each other is quite clear (in table 1 

the average across all regions, in figure 7 the spread of the regions). Scenario I (business as usual), 

II (closing regional borders) and III (uniform distribution across all locations in the LRR) do not 

result in gains for total production; even worse, scenarios II and III result in net losses. The gains 

from removing the borders in scenarios IV (moderately) and V (complete) are relatively small.  

 

The total gain in production is largest when we allow for more interaction within countries as well: 

in scenarios VI and VIII, borrowed size ‘unlocks’ a total of € 4 or € 1.5 in yearly gross value added 

per capita, where the latter assumes only the higher educated benefit, making the total gains 

smaller but perhaps more realistic. Naturally, in all scenarios, gains are largest in the cities. 

However, the answer at this scale level does not lie with the largest, “primate” city; we show in 

scenario IX that a focus on solely the largest cities does not lead to the highest gains in the LRR as a 

whole. Although the return on knowledge workers is high in these largest cities, the cities are not 

that much larger than many other cities in the LRR, and such a focus reduces gains in the other 

cities in the region. In the real world, it will moreover lead to an unprecedented increase in 

agglomeration disadvantages, like congestion and pollution.  

 

Table 1: Descriptive outcomes of scenario exercises, in euros per capita. 

Scenario Mean St.Dev. Minimum Maximum 

I. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

II. -0.55 0.24 -1.37 -0.17 

III. -0.45 0.75 -2.85 1.61 

IV. 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.17 

V. 0.38 0.22 0.12 1.49 

VI. 3.84 1.49 1.38 10.34 

VII. 0.49 1.11 -0.22 9.39 

VIII. 1.45 0.59 0.54 4.67 

IX. 0.25 0.38 -0.20 2.05 
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Figure 7: Outcomes of scenario exercises: spread, showing the heterogeneity of effects by region. 

 

Figure 8: Map showing heterogeneity of effects for scenario VIII. 
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This stylized exercise can, of course, be illustrated by real-life examples of policy orientations on 

cross-border connections (Maastricht-Aachen-Liège-Hasselt), toward urban density (Amsterdam, 

Cologne, Düsseldorf, inter-urban accessibility) or focusing on borrowed size (Northwing of the 

Randstad, Ruhr region, Betuweroute connection, highway improvements). Most importantly, it 

confirms the hypothesis postulated in section 2 that a combination of borrowed size and local urban 

focus is most favourable for production gains in a polycentric mega-region like the LRR.  

3.5. Examples 

In three brief examples, we illustrate how enhanced cross-border connections have enhanced 

competitiveness, or where they could do so in the future. In all three examples, infrastructure is the 

key policy instrument deployed. 

The Betuweroute was intended as a dedicated rail connection for freight trains connecting the Port 

of Rotterdam to Germany and beyond, and as such is part of the TEN axis toward Genoa. Its 

construction led to large protests in the Netherlands, and many predicted its use would fall far 

short of the necessary threshold to justify its construction. However, in the years since it was 

opened, traffic has gradually increased, and by 2015 the line had a market share of 60% of all cross-

border freight traffic.83 However it turned out to be difficult to coordinate policies on both sides of 

the border, and German capacity increases on the mixed line from the border to the Ruhr area have 

started only in 2015, necessitating deviations and limiting capacity until at least 2022.84  

One of the main projected effects of the Betuweroute was of course precisely the modal shift from 

truck to railroad, with environmental and health benefits, as well as more control over potentially 

dangerous substances. The construction of the second Maasvlakte in particular necessitated a 

capacity increase of some kind, and rail was chosen over road expansion. However, the case for 

the construction of the route did not take wider economic benefits explicitly into account; for 

example, the possibilities for new forward and backward linkages between industries in 

Rotterdam and the Ruhr area were not used as an argument in favour of its construction.85 In fact, 

no such new linkages have been ascertained in the literature, so perhaps it was wise to disregard 

them in the cost-benefit analysis. The remaining effects are the environmental and health benefits 

described above, a decreased transit time for cargo, and an increase in the number of destinations 

that can be reached, due to the larger total mass. Finally, it is possible the entry of more transport 

companies led to increased competition and decreased prices, but figures are not available to 

support this. 

Compared to the Betuweroute case, cross-border cooperation in the area Maastricht-Aachen-Liège-

Hasselt is much more fragmented, both in terms of the spatial relationships and in terms of the 

fields in which interactions take place. Interreg programmes have striven to foster cooperation in 

this region since the very beginning in 1991, the year before the key Maastricht Treaty. Although a 

large number of projects has taken place, including over 50 in the 2007-2013 period, functional 

integration in the region is still small, with some 17.500 cross-border commuters – a very small 

number compared to Luxembourg (127.000), Basel (49.000), or even Lille (27.500).86 This indicates 

there is a lot of potential for a more integrated labour market. Yet language, institutional, and 

cultural barriers are relatively strong in this area, and opportunities for cooperation are sometimes 

hampered by political considerations – e.g. in the Belgian territories, which include both a Flemish 

and a Walloon region. As one example, the airport of Maastricht links itself with Aachen, 40 km 
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away, and profiles itself as Maastricht-Aachen Airport; but it operates in competition with the 

similarly sized airport of Liège, which is also just under 40 km away.  

Table 2 illustrates how in our scenarios above the area between Hasselt and Mönchengladbach 

benefits from cross-border effects in our model; in this scenario, we compare a situation with 

impenetrable borders with one where the borders don’t exist at all. The effect for each region 

depends of course on the number of new connections that are made within the region we studied; 

the number of direct connections is indicated below, but regions also profit indirectly through the 

effect on their neighbours within the same country. Moreover, the effect depends on the 

population densities of the region and its neighbours; a rural region benefits most from gaining 

access to urban areas. In our simulation, estimated effects are particularly large for the Belgian and 

Dutch areas, with Maaseik and Tongeren taking the lead just before Noord- and Midden-Limburg. 

Zuid-Limburg, however, experiences the smallest effect; this is already a heavily urbanized region, 

and in our simulation, both Liège and Aachen are excluded by choice or because of data issues.  

Table 2: Effects of scenario V on the Hasselt-Limburg-Mönchengladbach area 

NUTS Name National 
neigh-
bours 

New neigh-
bours in 
simulation 

GVA 
gained 
(k€) 

Population 
(thousands) 

GVA/cap. 
gained 

BE221  Arr. Hasselt 5 0 €640 411 €1.56 

BE222 Arr. Maaseik 3 2 €871 240 €3.63 

BE223 Arr. Tongeren 5 1 €671 199 €3.37 

NL421  Noord-Limburg 4 2 €741 284 €2.61 

NL422  Midden-Limburg 3 3 
€791 246 €3.21 

NL423  Zuid-Limburg 1 3 €492 586 €0.84 

DEA1E Viersen 5 2 €359 316 €1.14 

DEA15  Mönchengladbach 4 0 €392 259 €1.51 

DEA29  Heinsberg 5 2 €366 266 €1.38 

DEA26 Düren 5 0 €321 277 €1.16 

 

In our third example, we look at intra-city improvements in infrastructure: in this case, the 

Amsterdam orbital.87 This ring road was closed in 1990 when the Zeeburgertunnel opened on the 

east side of the city. In the preceding years, the other sides had been gradually linked up, yet the IJ 

river and the Noordzeekanaal formed an expensive barrier between north and south. The tunnel 

increased the total crossing capacity by over 25%, and it allowed for new express bus lines during 

rush hours, connecting the work locations on the south side of Amsterdam with residential 

neighbourhoods and dormitory towns on the north side of the city.  
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In addition to travel time gains and reduced congestion, the cost-benefit analysis for the orbital 

project looked at the benefits for existing and new businesses, for office locations and their prices. 

It did so both with a quantitative model and a series of questionnaires among local businesses, but 

in both, the focus was mainly on the attractiveness of being located close to the new infrastructure. 

Benefits to the interconnectedness of the city and its functional urban area surely also existed, yet 

these were not analyzed at the time – possibly because the benefit-cost ratio was far above the 

critical value of 1.0 anyway. However, the connection made the part of North-Holland that is north 

of the IJ much more accessible from the Utrecht, Gooi, and Almere areas, thus substantially 

increasing the possibilities for commuting, business interactions, and industrial linkages. In short, 

improved intra-urban connections put the urban mass to better use. 
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4. POLICY AND RESEARCH AGENDAS: IN TANDEM FOR SYNERGIES  

4.1. The Lower Rhineland Region  

The LRR contains three major world cities: Amsterdam (NL), Brussels (BE) and Cologne (DE).88 

Because of these cities, it is sometimes referred to as the ABC region. All in all, the region contains 

some 40 million inhabitants, mostly in a dense setting. According to Richard Florida,89 the region 

qualifies as one of the mega regions that define the future of metropolitan economic functioning. It 

is on this scale, it is argued, that agglomeration economies are most optimally present; 

infrastructure, housing and real estate have high returns on investment; and firms and employees 

profit from economic density via higher productivity and wages. Larger is better. Capitalisation on 

agglomeration economies are subject to debate for long already, with paradoxically ever larger 

scales of economic interaction in competitive city-regions co-evolving with smaller scales of 

governance, from (mayors of) municipalities to self-organizing citizens. This fuels the intriguing 

question which instruments and investments should be applied on which spatial scales to 

accommodate economic growth and competitiveness in the LRR, with evolving economic growth 

(up-scaling) and governance (down-scaling) paradigms and without large metropolitan cities?  

4.2. Agglomeration economies in cities and urban networks  

Agglomeration economies are persistently related to city size and density: a rule of thumb 

nowadays is that doubling the city size raises productivity with approximately 5 percent. More so 

for higher educated workers or more knowledge intensive sectors. This is mainly due to better 

opportunities of firms for matching (on the labour market), sharing (on subcontracting markets) 

and learning (from competitors and knowledge institutes). Two intervention views of this 

agglomeration premium in regions like the LRR recently emerged: (a) create larger metropolitan 

economies in a Europe where such cities are scarce, or (b) connect existing medium-sized cities 

better with each other in order for them to function as a larger agglomeration: a so-called 

borrowed size scenario. It has been hypothesized frequently that proximate cities, like the 

Randstad cities in The Netherlands, The Flemish cities in Belgium and the Ruhr-region cities in 

Germany, can in theory use each other’s economic complementary specializations in order to 

profit from sharing, learning and matching opportunities – just as larger cities do.  

4.3. Physical connectivity and more  

William Alonso in 1973 pointed to the LRR:90 “in certain European urban patterns, such as those of 

Germany and the Low Countries, whose cities, quite small by our standards, apparently achieve 

sufficient scale for the functioning of a modern economy by borrowing size from one another.” The 

main precondition according to Alonso is physical accessibility and connectivity by road and rail, 

for public and private transport. Also in present day policy thinking about borrowed size, physical 

transport linkages between the largest urban regions are usually envisioned. Also on the scale of 

the LRR, intercity connections come first to mind when thinking about individual cities borrowing 

size from each other. But in this essay it is argued that there should also be something substantial 

to be borrowed, like complementary economic knowledge, tradable products or skilled labour not 

available in one’s own region, and that institutional, governance and cultural circumstances mould 

the degree of integration and cooperation capitalizing on borrowed size to a very large extent. 

Borrowed performance and borrowed functions thus, facilitated by cognitive proximity of 

economic agents and policy makers alike. Complex terminology – but the fact that the LRR is not 
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an optimal functional unit (yet) and we suspect untapped potential shows that barriers for 

development may be multiple and severe, and not just infrastructural.  

4.4. Multilevel governance  

The increased-density versus borrowed-size policy discussion is partly artificial. Density in fact is 

not easy to increase drastically in medium-sized cities in the LRR – and in fact in most of Europe’s 

urban landscape – without sacrificing for example historical or natural amenities. Doubling the 

size of a city strongly increases agglomeration disadvantages such as congestion, pollution, crime 

and inequality. Hence, we can conclude that the polycentric reality actually calls for borrowed size 

solutions. Larger cities do form an important attraction for the higher educated, who like to sort 

themselves in “real” cities. This implies that multiple stakeholders should be involved, in order to 

simultaneously foster urban sorting processes on the one hand and borrowed size on the other. 

Network facilitators like national infrastructure providers (in The Netherlands: Rijkswaterstaat) 

care for infrastructural connections within and between nodes of the network, cities take care of for 

labour and housing markets plus amenities, the provincial level keeps an eye on natural amenities 

and regional accessibility, and the national level pays attention to the institutional embedding and 

global competitiveness. Theoretically, borrowing size in the LRR may also be cross-border in 

nature, but cultural and institutional differences still seem to hamper integration to a large degree, 

as we showed in section 3.91  

4.5. Towards an integral research and investment agenda  

Summarising the combined research and policy agenda, we want to ask attention for the following, 
that should be taken up on all scales and by all stakeholders: 

1. Crucial infrastructural investments within cities (first and last mile) and on bottlenecks in 
corridors; 

2. Maintenance of the inter-regional infrastructural network, with special attention for cross-

border infrastructures; 
3. Facilitate value-capturing in nodes and ports (as this is currently not always the case), by 

economic and spatial conditions important for value-adding economic activity; 
4. Strategic planning for international nodes and their connectedness;  

5. Determining and envisioning clusters, specialisations, innovation-intensity and 
complementarities of cities within urban regions. Smart specialisation in principle is 
focused on this, but (as usual) this is a policy concept ahead of science; 

6. Providing amenities and housing for the knowledge intensive workforce locally 
(conditioned on sufficient labour demand from firms); 

7. Enabling interregional governance and cooperation, and cultural exchange (and actually do 
it!); 

8. Managing economic and technical transitions in ports and hubs (like 3D-printing 
application, bio-fuels, circular production, etc.) and assess its consequences for mainport 

and metropolitan economies; 
9. Balancing private and public investments (e.g., in line with the Juncker investment plan let 

not all investment be public but aim for multipliers); 
10. Identifying borrowed functions and urban-density functions (“form follows function”); 
11. Not focussing on any of these issues in isolation, as that will be insufficient to overcome the 

disadvantages of fragmentation of the EU’s regional economies, institutions and societies, 
and will not enable European regions to spearhead societal and economic transitions that 
are inevitable to come. 
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Reflections 

 

Prof. Javier Revilla Diez, Institute of Geography, University of Köln.  

 

The concept of borrowed size is theoretically convincing as explored in the excellent study. 

Without doubt, already today this region is economically fully integrated. The intense flows of 

goods, capital and people within the Lower Rhine Region are illustrating the interconnectivity. At 

the same time, the Lower Rhine Region is very diverse and fragmented. Each city has its own 

history, economic and social trajectory. The competitiveness levels are very different. On the one 

hand, the Lower Rhine Region is hosting one of the most innovative regions like the Randstad, on 

the other also regions with high unemployment levels like the German Ruhr region struggling 

with structural change since almost 50 years. The question about how to fully exploit the potential 

of a more systemic regional development is crucial and not an easy task.  

On the German side of the Lower Rhine Region attempts were made to explore the potential of the 

polycentric conurbation. Already in 1995 the Rhine-Ruhr Metropolitan region was established 

which is the largest metropolitan region in Germany with around 10 Mio inhabitants. The Rhine-

Ruhr Metropolitan region is characterized by large disparities. As documented in the last edition 

of the Prognos “Zukunftsatlas” the development perspectives of cities like Recklinghausen, 

Bottrop, Duisburg, Gelsenkirchen, Herne, Oberhausen, Krefeld, Mönchengladbach are considered 

as very risky. These cities which were part of the industrialization in the late 19 th and early 20th 

century were characterized by heavy industry. Today, this former boom region is fighting with 

high unemployment and low competitiveness. Just a few kilometers away, the development 

prospects of cities like Cologne and Düsseldorf are much more promising. The economic structure 

of these cities is completely different from the Ruhr area with a strong specialisation in finance and 

insurance, high tech and multi media. After 20 years of working together in the Rhine-Ruhr 

metropolitan region the fragmented structure still persists. Apparently, positive externalities are 

not automatically spilling over from Cologne and Düsseldorf to the Ruhr area inducing a drast ic 

structural change. Instead, cities often compete with each other and do not harmonize their 

investment policies.  

The experience of the Rhine-Ruhr Metropolitan region demonstrates that the existing economic 

structures are difficult to link with each other. Innovative efforts need to be taken in order to break 

up regional trajectories trapped by lock in. Probably, a stronger focus on concepts like global value 

chains and global production networks could help to identify collaboration potentials across the 

regions within the Lower Rhine Region. Apart from policy makers and planners, firms need to be 

actively involved in order to understand entrepreneurial decisions and detecting impeding factors 

of fully exploiting the potentials offered by borrowed size.  
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Defining the most suitable scale to functionally understand and analyze the role of agglomerations 

in economic development is not a stable affair. Different technological paradigms express 

themselves differently in the spatial-economic fabric92 and this prompts continuous adaptation of 

our geographical categories. Theoretically-oriented research in the last 25 years has revealed that 

the spatial-economic expression of the current round of knowledge-based economic development 

incites processes of metropolization: a term that denotes the growing role of both regional 

agglomeration economies and the interconnectedness of urban regions in wider urban networks93. 

The essay "Synergies between metropolitan, agglomeration, infrastructure and network policies in 

urban Europe: The case of the Lower Rhine Region" provides a valuable contribution to, and 

starting point of, empirical corroboration of theoretical claims based on this literature. What 

happens if you bracket the taken-for-granted national borders and actually start to look how 

urbanization transcends national borders across the Lower Rhine Region [LRR]? This reflection 

reviews this contribution 'from the Belgian underbelly'. By providing a perspective from the fuzzy 

bottom of the study region, and how that fuzziness might impact the study, some of the 

operationalization challenges of studying metropolization on different scales are speculatively 

identified.  

A Belgian mindset immediately attenuates one to the regional concept. In Belgium, such a claim 

resonates with the gradual federalization process that has taken place in the last decades where the 

country was gradually subdivided in three regions (Flanders, Brussels and Wallonia) based on 

cultural and linguistic boundaries. Therefore, to one working from Belgium, this immediately begs 

the question whether applying these culturally-informed regionalizations are the most insightful 

scale to undertake empirical endeavors in understanding (cross-border) metropolization in 

Europe? If regions instead of states are indeed a better scale to understand agglomeration 

economies, what kind of regional scale do we mean? Regions are in many ways a foundational 

concept of geography and debates have long raged on how to demarcate them: as uniform regions 

based on shared properties or as nodal regions based on interconnection94. Although the essay is 

unequivocally clear that nodal regions need to be the focal interest when studying agglomeration 

economies, the analysis still needs an outer boundary. That outer boundary is provided by 

projecting findings on the canvas of the historical international lower Rhineland, which by that 

definition qualifies as a uniform region based on a physical geographical property (a navigable 

riverbed).   

The debates on urban polycentricity reveal how much inherited categories of cities and regions are 

put under stress in the current era of metropolization95. Assessing the spatial structure and its 

constituent nodal points crucially depends on demarcation of the study area. A place could be part 

of a polycentric system at the LRR scale while simultaneously being part of a very monocentric 

system at a smaller scale96. This is crucial, since the data we rely on if we want to empirically 

corroborate the role of cities in the current economic conjuncture is structured by historically 

defined demarcations and borders. For instance, the NUTS3 nomenclature is based on the 

historically-assessed nodality of regions in at least the Netherlands (COROP regions) and Belgium 

(Arrondissements). Since an important goal of the essay is to show that cities are more 
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interdependent than in the past, such a historical NUTS3 definition is somewhat contradictory: 

you try to challenge the very functional basis on which the data container you use relies.  It should 

be stressed at this point that the choices an empirically-included researcher faces are 

fundamentally pragmatic. Defining cutoff points and boundaries of study areas and data 

containers are always trade-offs and simplifications. Therefore, the question ought not to be 

whether a demarcation is 'correct' (it never is), but whether a different demarcation would have 

produced a significantly different outcome in the assessment of our theories of how the world 

works. It is in this spirit we review the methodological choices of the essay from the Belgian 

perspective.  

When reading the essay with Belgian glasses, eyebrows immediately start frowning upon seeing 

the absence of the Wallonia region in the analysis of functional polycentricity. Given the Belgian 

administrative geography such a choice might seem intuitive, but from a LRR perspective the 

demarcation choice is remarkable. Back in the 1960s, the Walloon Meuse and Sambre tributaries to 

the Rhine were not only included in similar analyses, they were even depicted as a core axis97. 

Particularly since the Maastricht-Hasselt-Aachen-Liège region is discussed as an example of how 

an LRR geography might work, one cannot help but wonder what prompted the methodological 

choice to drop Aachen and Liège from the analysis, especially as Maastricht and Hasselt–equally 

dependent on the Meuse—were left in. Similarly, we have to acknowledge a main traffic and 

railroad trunk axis from France to the Ruhr area (The autoroute de Wallonie /E42) that largely runs 

parallel to the Sambre-Meuse. Accessibility and infrastructure analysis on the scale of the 

macroregion as a whole will undoubtedly be influenced by what happens here. Although this part 

of Wallonia is very urbanized, it is also heavily deindustrialized and therefore one might dare to 

argue that the old Walloon industrial axis is less relevant for knowledge-based economic 

development today98. However, the same surely cannot be said for one of the three metropolitan 

anchors (see Figure 6) of the LRR: Brussels. Even when using the most-strict definition, the 

functional urban area of Brussels is situated in all three Belgian regions99 but if one would like to 

properly gauge the Brussels weight in the LRR the whole Brabant-wallon province would need to 

be included. Moreover, from a knowledge-based development perspective, the omission of the 

technopole around Louvain-la-Neuve, in Brabant-wallon, is likely to distort analyses of the labor 

markets as they pertain to Belgium. Although it is outside the scope of this reflection to provide 

alternative calculations, it is interesting to speculate whether and to what extent some of the 

proposed scenarios would yield different results if this highly-dynamic part of the hinterland of 

Brussels would have been included. The caveats discussed above imply that the Brussels labor 

market is much thicker in reality than the analysis reveals and that this thickness is supported by 

an economic node outside the analysis. Hence it would influence both denominator and numerator 

in the scenario analysis. Although exact coefficients might change, it is unlikely that such an 

exercise would change the overall direction of the coefficients and hence of the conclusions of the 

essay. What it would change in the assessment, however, is that a currently invisible alternative 

interpretation of the results could appear with political relevance in the Belgian context. This 

interpretation could suggest that more spatial-economic gains could be reaped in Belgium by 

overcoming the internal borders of the language barrier than focusing on diminishing more remote 

external borders. Trade-offs, even those made for pragmatic methodological and 

operationalization choices, can have unintended political consequences.  
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The authors of the essay emphasize the importance of accessibility if borrowed size effects between 

cities are to be increased. For this, it is not only required to invest in inter-urban infrastructure but 

also in the 'last mile' connections within cities. However, from a Belgian perspective it is important 

to mention that there is a trade-off involved here as well. For historical reasons, a similar focus on 

accessibility and borrowed size had led to Brussels being (on paper, since accessibility attracts 

congestion) one of the most accessible cities thinkable100. Local experts have called Belgium "the 

most mobile country in the world"101  expressing the completely institutionalized government-

subsidized idea of commuting large distances to maintain rootedness in the community of origin 

while optimizing the thickness of the countrywide labor market. For Brussels, in the past this 

legitimized that large parts of the inner city were demolished to make the urban amenities and 

jobs accessible by car and train for the whole of the Belgian population, helping to create the large 

hinterland that the city currently has. This came at the cost of the local quality of life. Space once 

dedicated to King Car is very difficult and costly to recover for different land uses. As urban 

amenities and quality of life are increasingly regarded as important drivers of agglomeration 

economies, it begs the counterfactual question whether the economy of Brussels would be better 

off today if historically the policy priority would not have been borrowing size based on increased 

accessibility. 

Which brings me at my third and final pesky question from the underbelly, which interrogates the 

'one size fits all' premise of some of the policy suggestions. The authors start from the premise that 

the national scale is losing relative relevance to that of the urban. Yet, particularly figures 2 and 8 

show remarkable patterns in which the Belgian national borders scream through the color coding 

of the choropleth maps. Particularly, figure 8 is fascinating as it shows a very limited heterogeneity 

of effects in Belgium of scenario 8: the degree in which highly educated professions might benefit 

from Borrowed size. Could it be that in Belgium, the most benefits of borrowed size in terms of 

labor markets are already met through the above-mentioned accessibility policy, and that 

investments in more infrastructure might yield diminishing returns? 

In the Dutch language, 'speaking from the underbelly' means expressing your 'gut feeling', which 

is exactly what I have done above. Corroborating my hunches, reflections and rants would require 

empirical rather than (more) rhetorical corroboration. Now that the old scales of agglomeration 

have been unsettled, new ones have to be defined, refined, corroborated and disputed. "Synergies 

between metropolitan, agglomeration, infrastructure and network policies in urban Europe: The 

case of the Lower Rhine Region" opens the floor to much debate yet to be had.  
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